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Daily OpSec-Tip: Are you a vendor? Check out the DNM vendor
bible.

Do not source or direct deal on reddit. Please read the rules before posting or
commenting.
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I work for the USPS shipping supplies dept. AMA!
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[Fresh Account] submitted 21 hours ago by 1949194919491949

I work under the shipping supplies department of the USPS. I am not a
government employee, we are the company that orchestrates the warehouse
distribution of the usps's supplies. We handle filling orders for
packages/envelopes. Chances are, if you've ever ordered envelopes or boxes
from the online store or through the call center we've got an account with
your info up.
If you have any questions about delivery status/s or tracking information/ or
questions about what the stealthiest packaging would be/etc etc. Feel free to
ask me and I can probably provide you with whatever info you're looking for.
So feel free to AMA!
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[–] _PrinterPam_ Verified Vendor - Doesn\'t deal on Reddit 8 points 20 hours ago

If I lick too many envelopes, will I die of acute toxicity like George's fiancee on
Seinfeld?
about what the stealthiest packaging would be
I think I'll stick to my own thoughts on that, no offense. But thank you.
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[Fresh Account] [–]

DarkNetMarkets
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1949194919491949

[S] 3 points 19 hours ago

I wasn't intending to undermine anyone elses opinion. We just have a lot of

175,129 readers
675 users here now

Market Superlist
Disclaimer
Anybody can post content on this subreddit. You
should not implicitly trust anything or anyone.
The moderators simply organize the content that
gets posted here. Neither Reddit, its affiliates, its
employees, or the moderators of this subreddit
endorse any of the content on /r/DarkNetMarkets
or any related subreddits, in any capacity
whatsoever, and said content is not a reflection
of any person's opinions, beliefs or activities. Do
your own research, make your own choices. Only
you are responsible for what happens to you.
If you have any questions, you can message the

packaging options that aren't listed on the website and through the call center
that are considered "Specialized packaging" and a lot of them are actually kinda
cool.
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Our Subreddit Rules
1. No personal information

[–] _PrinterPam_ Verified Vendor - Doesn\'t deal on Reddit 1 point 18 hours ago

Well, do tell...

2. Don't be a dick
3. No vendor advertising or interest check
threads

EDIT: Personally, I view 'specialized' as 'uncommon,' which I consider to be a
bad thing. But, I am curious.
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4. No general sourcing submissions
5. No direct deals

reply

6. No unrelated content
[Fresh Account] [–]

1949194919491949

[S] 2 points 15 hours ago

I got off earlier and wont have access to the item master file again until
tuesday since Monday is a federal holiday but once I go back I can update
on more info about those. There's just a lot of different types of padded
envelopes and boxes that aren't offered through the USPS website or
really anywhere else unless you know specifically what to ask for.
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7. No shilling
8. No begging
9. No referral links or URL shorteners
10. No sharing/selling of market-accounts
11. No content related to harm of others
12. Don't post stealth details
13. No blackmail or extortion attempts
14. Title your posts properly

[–] abstractacademy 3 points 17 hours ago

What the best way to buy postages anonymous ly?And how can you ship with out
them getting your info
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[Fresh Account] [–]
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1949194919491949

[S] 7 points 14 hours ago

Id have to look into that a little more to give you the best answer but based on
what I've personally seen the best ways to buy postage anonymously would
probably be prepaid packaging. You still have to pay for the postage using some
kind of card account but it doesn't have to be linked to anything with a name.
My best recommendation would be using a prepaid card to buy forever prepaid
boxes/envelopes and then falsifying the return information to another location
that's a verified and preferably reputable business/account. Then just dropping
them into a mail collection box somewhere.
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1949194919491949

[S] 1 point 14 hours ago

I can also locate shipping information for large businesses so you'd be able to
slip your packages into the mail stream in a more discreet way having them
blend in identically with thousands of other identical packages being sent out
by the same vendors from a location near you.
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[–] abstractacademy 1 point 10 hours ago

Thanks could you message me this info once you get it
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[–] CookyDough Long Term Community Member [

Do be careful and stay anonymous.
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[–] AntiumLabs 0 points 12 hours ago
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15. Accounts less than 7 days old are restricted.
Your submissions will be sent to the modqueue if your post has not been approved after 7 days,
feel free to re-submit. If you think your post
should be approved right away - message us.
16. Don't forget to search first
These are the general guidelines, but ultimately
it's up to moderator discretion. For a detailed
version of our rules, see here.

Active Warnings
If you feel like something should be here please
message the mods
Dream Market - many accounts without 2FA
compromised, market staff scams, allows
vendors to doxx customers and and does not ban
compromised vendors
Every Market - Use 2FA or they will steal your
BTC.
Valhalla - One big clusterfuck

Resources
Grams InfoDesk
Check if your market is down (onion address)
Scales
/r/DNMavengers onion forum

Relevant links and info
] [score hidden] 6 minutes ago

Public PGP-Keys of all Moderators
Vendor review templates
Help the mods
DNM Vendor Bible
Get the vendor flair
Relevant subs and forums
/r/DNMs Wiki page
Darknet Dictionary by deepdot
DNMs on Wikipedia

a community for 4 years

Stampnik.com buy postage with bitcoin.
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[–] CookyDough Long Term Community Member [

] [score hidden] 5 minutes ago

Doesn't even exist anymore.
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[–] [deleted] 19 hours ago

[deleted]

[Fresh Account] [–]

1949194919491949

[S] 3 points 19 hours ago* (', attr(title), ')

Every account, and every order is logged. When you order certain amounts they
keep track of how much you are ordering and depending on whether you can
verify a valid business address/business info. If you're shipping ebay, or other
methods.
There isn't really any flags that are put up, the only process that they sometimes
go through is if you order "over the max" which is internal code. It's never told
to customers that there is a max amount, however, if you order over this amount
the account info will be sent to the USPS head quarters for review and they will
research the account info and find out how you pay your postage, etc.
When packages are seized there is information tied to the account about their
packages being seized and it can reflect onto them into the future.
Edit: We have accounts/order histories for every customer with all of their
personal information dating back to 2009/2010. It tells us when you buy boxes
through ebay, through stamps.com, through the online store, pretty much
everywhere. There is a huge network where no matter who you order through,
they all kind of come from us in some way or another.
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[–] agmature 1 point 5 hours ago

Sounds fishy. The way you described this.
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[–] NashHarvey 1 point 13 hours ago

Do they mention to look out for people shipping illicit items? Are there any red flags
you are told to look for?
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[–] Just4theDrama 1 point 6 hours ago

You understood his Profession? He does not handle mail
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[–] CookyDough Long Term Community Member [

] [score hidden] 2 minutes ago

Great. Thanks.
Are the boxes or envelopes you can grab from post office lobbies traceable to that
location in any way? I noticed there are serial numbers inside the packaging.
Chances are, if you've ever ordered envelopes or boxes from the online store or
through the call center we've got an account with your info up.
Exactly what information is stored on the customer? Do you have IP addresses?
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[Vendor Review] GammaGoblin - New Fractal
Tabs

Surely delivery addresses, names. What about payment info? Detailed order history?
How long are records kept?
If someone orders a roll of tracking stickers, does your company record which
tracking numbers or which specific roll was delivered to that customer?
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[–] BrlingtonCOATfactory -1 points 20 hours ago

Love the flair!
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